
“Putting In Work” is Brock's signature rallying cry that mobilizes youth and young adults
to achieve greatness as they pursue their passions and use their unique gifts for positive
change. For over 10 years, Brock has shared similar calls to action with diverse
audiences across the country and around the world. As a versatile speaker he has the
special ability to infuse his own hip-hop and acoustic music into his keynotes which
creatively echo the practical solutions he provides in a dynamic way. This uniquely
powerful element puts him in a class of his own, generating excitement and synergy in
rooms, captivating hearts and minds long after he leaves the venue. 

Brockne “Brock” Jones is a highly sought after speaker, artist (Asaint), and certified life
coach. He draws the inspiration to motivate and equip others from his own personal life
transformation and his over 20 years combined experience in corporate leadership,
outreach, and mentorship. In 2023, he was recognized as one of forty top business and
community leaders in Arlington, TX for his efforts in breaking barriers and building
bridges to serve under resourced communities. 

The mission is to empower youth and young adults with the life skills and
encouragement they can use to overcome obstacles and insecurities that social media,
peer pressure, and challenging environments bombard them with. Brock doesn’t just
deliver dynamic messages; he delivers results with practical applications and evidence-
based mentorship resources that will contribute to the overall wellness and personal
development of your future leaders. Partner with Brock to shift your campus and
organization’s culture!
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“We are all born with the
amazing potential,

to be GREAT!”

Don’t Waste the Light:
Turning Dreams Into
Goals.

20/20 Vision: 
Seeing Your Future Now!

Putting In Work:
Sacrifice Today, 
Win Tomorrow!

SIGNATURE
KEYNOTES

Changing The Game:
Overcoming Obstacles to
Change the Narrative.

What Educators & Community Leaders are Saying

Brock made everyone from different

backgrounds feel included at our Student

Government Regional Leadership Event. His

music mixed with his inspiring keynote

presentation gave our students and advisors a

spark that was still lit after we left the event.  

Kaymon Farmer

Northeast Texas Community College

Mr. Jones gave the students an interactive,

upbeat speech about determination and they

were so excited after he spoke! His music got

the students pumped up and kept them

engaged. Both the students and teachers were

moved and talked about his speech for a

while afterward!

Andrea Rodgers 

Newman International Academy

The experience of hearing Brock speak is truly

unmatched – from his stage [presence] to the

way he leads.  His energy is flowing and alive.

Not only is the foundation of his purpose felt

through his messages, but you also become a

part of the speech where you can’t help but to

engage in the feelings.

Jerome Colbert, 

Vision of Alignment

Book Today
469-899-8010

Bmjspeaks@gmail.com

https://linktr.ee/Asaint
https://www.brandnewu.org/brockjones
https://www.brandnewu.org/brockjones
https://www.arlingtontx.com/blog/announcing-arlingtons-40-under-40-class-of-2023/
https://www.arlingtontx.com/blog/announcing-arlingtons-40-under-40-class-of-2023/
https://transformusmovement.com/
https://www.youtube.com/@BrockJSpeaks/featured
https://www.youtube.com/@BrockJSpeaks/featured

